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BY

GEORGE M. GOULD, M. D.,

Ithaca, N. Y.

I beg, first, that you who read, will, with

unprejudiced and open mind, read to the

end what is here written. It is my earnest

conviction that there is not a man, woman,

or child who is not personally and pro-

foundly concerned in the matter, either

directly as regards himself, or secondarily

in the persons of relatives, friends, etc.

The duty at least to listen is far more in-

cumbent upon you if you have power or in-

fluence with others as an educator, physi-

cian, legislator, administrator, employer of

men, or capitalist. If you have any feelings

of religion, morality, or sympathy for your

fellows, it behooves you to investigate and

see. I am not writing at the behest of

vanity, or self-interest. Every considera-

tion born of selfishness would counsel

silence. “Ich kann nicht anders.”

1 See “The Reception of Medical Discoveries,”
Annals of Ophthalmology, October, 1904 (be-

fore it fell into “organization” bands), or
Biographic Clinics, vol. 3.
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I beg also that abstractors, epitomizers

and editors will not misrepresent me, and

that you who read will try to bring to the

attention of others this paper itself rather

than another’s report of it. Conclude and

judge, I beseech, for yourself, without bias

or influence of others, and especially if

these others whom you are inclined to trust

are professors, text-book makers, Doctors

of Laws, “Authorities,” “Leaders,” or offi-

cials of Medical Societies, etc. These, in

no time or place, have ever welcomed new
truth, have indeed scorned and opposed and

derided both the truth and the truth-

bringer .

1 They are most expert in impli-

cations or charges that the crusader is an

exaggerator, an egotist, a self-advertiser,

or much of a fool. The entire history of

discovery, science, and civilization, is a

pitiful repetition of this wilful and criminal

blundering of so-called “leaders.” The

charge narrows itself to their culpable in-

terest only in the effects of disease, in the

terminal diseases, born of unscientific and

wilful ignoring of the functional origins of

most all diseases, and of recklessness as to

the prevention of vast sources of both func-

tional and organic diseases. An appeal to

these false leaders and authorities is

absurdly useless. All progress is made

against their will by the few, usually by

those outside the class. A great and true

scientist, Tyndall, speaking of so-called

scientists, says

:
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“We often complain of the scorn of

theories by practical men, and to convince

them we triumphantly point to the immense

services of our heroes. The practical men,

however, will not be convinced; and why?

Simply because of ten well-known theories

nine deserve nothing better than contempt.

Our intellectual heroes build their theories

upon enduring facts
;

the mass of facts

which they use in order to guess the law is

a measure of individual ability, not the

touchstone of the correctness of their sys-

tem.”

Huxley said that “The improver of

natural knowledge absolutely refuses to

acknowledge authority as such. Every

great advance in natural knowledge has in-

volved the absolute rejection of authority.”

In publishing his discoveries concerning

thoiacic percussion, Auenbrugger wrote:

“I realize that envy and blame and even

hatred and calumny have never failed to

come to men who have illuminated art or

science by their discoveries or have added

to their perfection.” Indeed, one may be

cunning enough to know the truth, but too

cowardly to acknowledge it in detail. “It

is a horrible thought, but very true,” writes

a great leader and authority, “that we reach

a stage of life, some earlier, some later, in

which a new truth, a perfectly obvious

truth, cannot be accepted.” That sentence
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should be printed in every number of every

medical and scientific journal.

Details! First. There are probably

over five million Americans who during

infancy chose the left hand as that to use

for the most expert and intellectual tasks.

The majority of these were compelled by

blind prejudice and custom to become right-

handed writers. The result in such a case

is often tragedy of the life, and always at

least morbidity, abnormalism, and handicap.

Visual function, righteyedness, is the cause

of righthandedness, and lefteyedness is the

cause of lefthandedness. The cerebral

location of the speech-center, always com-

bined . with the writing center, upon one

side or upon the opposite, of the brain, is

likewise a result of ocular function. Every

act of life, especially every intellectual act,

safety in action, choosing, willing, is loosely

or closely bound up with conjoined inner-

vation of the muscles of the coordinate side

of the body. Surgeons should daily re-

member this fact, but they universally

ignore it. Refractionists have need to bear

it in mind more carefully, but they

proud to think themselves surgeons.

Mothers and school teachers go to the ex-

treme and brutally train the child to disuse

the left hand for writing and to transplant

the intellectual centers for speech, writing,

etc., from their natural location with the

lefthanded in the right side of the brain,
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over to the left side. The results are mal-

function, accidents, dangers, and suffering

of many kinds,—all not only wholly avoid-

able, but needlessly created.

Secondly. At so early an age as 14, it

has been found that at least 27 percent of

European school children have lateral

curvature of the spine. In our country the

proportion cannot be less, so that, as I have

for several years been crying out, some

twenty millions of our people have this dis-

ease. I have been in error in this matter,

however, and have now come upon facts

which make it certain that not a minority,

but the great majority of our young

educated people from 16 to 20 years of age

have the disease. And if they once have it

they always have it. I have learned that

in one large university it was years ago

found that a majority of the members of

the freshman class had noteworthy lateral

spinal curvature. The fact was so horrible

that no report was ever published, and the

duty of arousing the nation and the world

to the extent of the hideous and awful evil

was ignored and refused. 1—Why?
If it is said that the proportion of cases

of spinal curvature in all of our children,

1 This reminds that Vol. I of the Royal Re-
port concerning the sudden drop in the birth-

rate in Australia, etc., is the only one allowed
to be published. The second volume giving
the actual facts, figures, and mechanisms of

this race-suicide .were so hideous that the
Government did not dare publish them.
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young men and young women, is less than

that in high-school, college, and university

classes, one can only add the fervent prayer

that it may be so. The doubt of it still
•

clings. A disease that afflicts some 80 out

of ioo of our educated classes, is a bitter

commentary on education, and upon the

official guardians of the public health.

And such a disease! A variation from

an upright support, a curve, or kink, at the

base of the single column which supports

the human body! What architect would

be reckless of such a fact in the steel beams

of his bridges or sky-scrapers? And only

one or two orthopedic surgeons in the

United States and Canada accept even

partially the truth. The rest of the several

hundred thousand physicians and surgeons

do not know the cause of the disease, can-

not cure it, and make light of it when they

are prodded. They do not look for it,

could not even see it, unless it were pointed

out to them, that is when it exists in its

functional stages, those only in which it is

curable. Thus they go on treating its

symptoms and effects with drugs, opera-

tions, morphin, institutional life, “rest-

cures,” etc. How often I have witnessed

the grief, the shame, the tragedy of noble

physicians, when I, an oculist, have revealed

to them the fact unsuspected before, that

their own children were hopelessly deformed
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and crippled by a lateral curvature become

organic under their very eyes.

The leaders say the numbers are grossly

exaggerated: I say there are 50 millions

of American citizens, probably more, who

have lateral spinal curvature. They say

the cause is unknown
;

I say the cause is

known
;
or knowable if one wishes to know

it. They say it will get well itself and un-

treated; it never does. They say slight

curves are not harmful
;
but the slight are

often the worst. They say it produces no

symptoms
;
I say it is producing a hundred

symptoms
;
is an enormously powerful agent

in weakening and abnormalizing; in pro-

ducing incalculable suffering; in fallowing

the ground for the infectious and terminal

diseases
;

it is crowding thousands into

asylums,—it is, in brief, wrecking millions

of lives. They say it cannot be prevented

;

I say it can be prevented, absolutely, in 99

cases out of 100. The dress-makers and

tailors know infinitely more about the fact

of the existence of spinal curvature than the

professors and makers of medical text-

books,—and they are fully as expert in

concealing the deformity ! A great man
has written a great book upon clothes and

scarcely made allusion to the most signifi-

cant fact concerning them, their function,

namely, of concealing physical deformity.

Even shoemakers and cobblers by genuinely

scientific observation of worn-out shoes
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have often guessed the truth. And osteop-

athy is one of the ironies of medical

sociology,—the foolish teaching the wise a

wisdom of which neither knows aught. The
truth which the pitiful osteopath is blindly

seeking, is that of lateral spinal curvature.

But the pity is drowned in ridicule that he

should suppose the vertebrae are “dislo-

cated.” But the ridicule is overwhelmed

by the fact that his fumbling and punching

about the backbone is really an ignoramus’s

deep massage, practically unknown of medi-

cine, and does no permanent good what-

ever.

It is of course useless to warn the deaf

that they should hear the danger signals

called osteopathy, etc. The profession has

created the osteopath,—and, while ashamed

of its handiwork, it denies all responsibility

for him. It therefore proceeds to curse

him, its Frankenstein, while he leers at his

ashamed creator. The obvious foolishness

of the osteopath’s theories are properly

scorned, but the number of his proselytes

as obviously grows. His sad excursus into

error does not lesson the sadness of the

professional nonexcursus into the truth

which the osteopath is blindly seeking.

There is indeed a new development of

osteopathy already in full swing which says,

“malaignment,” instead of “dislocation” of

the vertebrae. With gross ineptitude it

naturally locates the seat of the reflex
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troubles of scoliosis in the cervical instead

of the lumbar region. Egged on by the

ophthalmic surgeon’s old blunder, it traces

tilted head to heterophoria, whereas hetero-

phoria is a device of nature to lessen, not

create, both eyestrain and backstrain.

Osteopathy is making great haste to

travesty moot of the ignored truth of lateral

curvature of the spine, seemingly to justify

the professional sneerers who first ignored

the whole of it. So that, between travesty

and ignoring, poor Truth still .awaits proper

appreciation and acceptance. All the time

the sick multiply, and—die. “Where the

mind of genius,” said Tyndall, “discerns

the distant truth, which it pursues, the

mind not so gifted often discovers nothing

but the extravagance which it avoids.” But

osteopathy is better far than the -pathy

of one famous and very “regular” ortho-

pedic surgeon who cuts off shoulder

blades because of astigmatism ! Even
“ophthalmic surgeons” say they are able

to cure pains of the shoulders by glasses

!

And the same, mutatis mutandis, may be

said of eddyism, faith-cure, rest-cure, and

a hundred delusions, medical and pseudo-

medical.

An hour’s interest and study of passers-

by in the street would show a keen observer

that a large percentage of ordinary folk

are humpbacked, head-tilting, lopsided,

pigeon-toed, unequal-stepping, deformed,
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etc.,—defects caused by spinal curva-

ture. Artists have not discovered scoliosis

because they have intuitively refused the

scoliotic model, choosing straight-backed

foreigners who never went to school. Not

two school teachers dream that they are

permitting and witnessing, even creating the

score of millions of scoliotics of the adoles-

cent generation, crushed as 90 percent of

these pupils are to the left, with wry necks,

humping backs, twisted heads, etc. Per-

haps they read of the devilish Viennese

and Chinese factories of ghastly cripples to

make of them more successful beggars,

—

with horror—and also with pride that civil-

ization and education have ended all that!

The Cause? Visual Function! In a

minority of cases it is due to certain axes

of astigmatism which compel a constant

tilting of the head to one side in order to

see plainly. Any constant abnormal head-

posture, such as head-tilting, head-twisting,

etc., will produce first functional, and later,

organic lateral spinal curvature. “Scien-

tific” orthopedics has established the truth

that any habitual lateral bending of the

spinal column produces rotation of the ver-

tebrae and hence “mal^ignment” of the ver-

tebral column. But to experiment with

cadavers, it cut off the cervical portion of

the spinal column and also ignored the neck

and head of the living model. The cervical
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vertebrae form part of the column
;
ignored

by the scientists the osteopath is founding

a philosophy upon the ignored part ! In a

majority of cases lateral spinal curvature is

caused by the habitually morbid writing

posture—produced by righthandedness and

righteyedness (in the righthanded, by left-

handedness in the lefthanded), whereby the

head and body are wrenched to one side

and in several ways distorted. The all-

important seeing what is being written is

impossible without this back-wrenching,

life-wrecking deformatory process—impos-

sible if the child follows the advice of school

teachers and writing masters. In madly

and exclusively seeking after the infinites-

imally little the pathologists have utterly

missed the grossest and most common of all

gross lesions of the body, the kinked,

curved, vertebral column.

The Prevention? Give to the little pa-

tient with astigmatically-caused head-

tilting, spectacles correcting his ametropia,

and his head will be erect and his back will

not become curved. Place the writing

paper twelve or fourteen inches from the

eye, opposite the right arm and shoulder

of the squarely-placed and erect-bodied

pupil, and on a desk slanted at an angle of

30 or more degrees, and there will be no

need and no practice of functionally-curved
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and writhing backs and heads in order to

see the pen-point and what it is doing.

The Cure of Lateral Spinal Curvature.

The disease is still functional or largely so

up to about the age of 20 years. The diag-

nosis of the functionality of the disease is

demonstrated by making the patient stoop

forward with unbended knees, as if to pick

up something on the floor, if the morbid

lateral curves disappear and the line of the

vertebral spines (dotted with ink) becomes

straight. When lateral kinking or curving

does not entirely disappear, then function

has by that much become organic, and the

probability of complete cure is to that de-

gree lessened. When there is no straight-

ening of the line by this bending forward

the disease is entirely organic, and the

ingenuity of man plus all the torture-cham-

bers and outrageous machines pictured by

a Hoffa will never bring about cure. The

only attempts to cure in any stage, by

“scientific orthopedics,” is by means of

machinery, crushing, compressions, mechan-

ical devices, jackets, bandages, and the like,

—which never cured and never can cure

any patient. All fashionable and text-

book orthopedics concerns itself with the

distortions of the dorsal region, which are

secondary, compensatory, relatively unim-

portant and comparatively incurable. The

significant facts about lateral curvature are
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its location in the lumbar region, its func-

tionality, and its curability or incurability.

The sole successful methods of cure are,

and self-evidently must be, by means of

neutralizing and normalizing physical ex-

ercises, gymnastics, postures, and trainings,

individually adapted and varied with each

patient and to the peculiarity of the case,

and to every stage of the disease. For

years I have despaired of securing such

treatment by all but one orthopedist, and

although not my business, out of mere pity

I have had to invent and search out means

and methods to give some relief to the

hundreds of patients accident threw in my
way. This is the written set of rules given

my last patient with a left one-half inch

midlumbar kink:

—

1. In Standing:

Habitually support the body-weight

on the left foot.

2. In Sitting:

a. Throw the left leg over the right.

b. A one-inch or two-inch pad under

the left ischium.

c. Exercises in leaning to three posi-

tions to the left.

3. In Lying and Sleeping:

1. Preferably on the right side and

shoulder.

2. On the right breast.

3. On the right shoulder blade.
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4- Gymnastics:

Always with deep and held inspira-

tions, never violently or rapidly.

i. Bending- the body with rigidity of

the pelvis, forward and to the left

diagonally; directly to the left;

diagonally backward and to the

left.

i. Again with stationary pelvis,

bending the body backward and

then rotating or sweeping it, while

bent, around to the left to a bent-

forward position
;
and vice-versa.

All of these, and variants of these, and

other methods not mentioned, chosen after

experiments and tests upon the patients,

neutralize and cure the functional curve,

and may improve the partially organic one.

Thousands of specialists with ingenuity,

enthusiasm, and love, could find remunera-

tive callings in treating by such and similar

methods, ever-varied and adapted to the

special case, millions of patients now un-

treated. There is not one such specialist

in the world.

The single good thing that one may say

as to crooked backs is that the lateral

curves, with the resultant kyphoses,

lordoses, and a dozen other sequent de-

formities of shoulders, chest, etc., become

at the age of 40 or 50 entirely organic and

fixed, and symptoms disappear. The old
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humpbacked cripple is at last released and

half happy. But before this happiness of

life comes, he usually finds the rest and

peace of death through the terminal dis-

eases, which scoliosis had long prepared

for, invited, and welcomed. Before the

end-disease arrives, death’s seal is stamped

in the face of every chronic sufferer. In

the dictionaries you will find listed the types

of the facial imprints of many diseases, the

cardiac facies, the Hippocratic, the hepatic,

the ovarian, the typhoid, etc. But, of

course, the most differentiated, most dis-

tinct, most common of all you will not find

listed—the scoliotic face : it is the unity and

result and attestation of long years of re-

sistance to mysterious affliction, of combat

with an unknown and ever-present enemy;

it is a composite photograph of pessimism,

irony, endurance, pain, and grief,—the face

of a winded antagonist enjoying a brief

truce with his conqueror before the final

Dance of Death begins.

Eyestrain. Some 95 percent of people

are righthanded or retain their good left-

handedness and thus escape the gruesome

ignorance and cruelty of the ambidexterity

barbarians. Perhaps 20 or 30 percent

escape the ignoring, unobservant, unscien-

tific scientists, teachers, physical culturists,

and come to young manhood and woman-

hood with nearly or wholly erect and elastic
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spinal columns. But none, not one escapes

the maleficent influence of eyestrain. If not

properly “glassed,” soon or late, little or

much, subtle or glaringly tragical, the hurt

of ametropia and accommodational ineffi-

ciency is doomed to come to every one shar-

ing the thing we call civilization. There is

not probably an emmetropic pair of eyes in

the world. And if there were one such

pair, the “accommodation” of the eye is un-

prepared for and incapable of the tasks of

early and middle life. Even in the young

this is true, more or less, but at 40, 50, and

60 it is unexceptionally and absolutely true.

Despite all the dogmatic contentions of the

backward-leading leaders, the chief inflam-

matory and surgical diseases of the eye

(after babyhood) such as cataract, hetero-

phoria, amblyopia, iritis, etc., are also the

consequence of ametropia, or eyestrain.

Ten thousand trained, keen-minded, nimble-

fingered refractionists are needed by the

American people. The national life and

validity, the birth-rate, death-rate, the life-

value, hangs largely on this factor of ocular

efficiency. A dozen or more oculists know

it, practice it, preach it, but thousands deny

it and ignore it. Every day a million or

several million of patients whose diseases

were caused or are caused by eyestrain are

being treated with drugs, placebos, mor-

phin, cocain, “rest cures,” etc. ;
in a thou-
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sand sanitariums where Sanitas is unknown
;

with surgical operations
;

or they are

herded, hopeless, in “Asylums,” “Homes,”

and “Hospitals.”

Vision, accurate and physiologic vision,. is

the sine qua non, the precedent and continu-

ing condition, of animal and human motion,

of vertebrate evolution, of the progress of

civilization. This accurate vision is de-

pendent upon the perfection of the shape of

the optical instruments called the eyeballs.

Such perfect optical instruments do not

exist in man, and in direct proportion to

their imperfections, crippling perfect func-

tion, there is sequent disease and lessened

efficiency of the person and of his life. In

an amazingly large number this inefficiency

is present, and in all it occurs in life some-

time and more or less.

. Ametropia is the technical name for such

imperfection of the eyeballs, and eyestrain

is the name given to the resultant morbid

functions. In addition to this the eyes, be-

fore civilization, were evolved for a definite

and necessary function—distant vision.

In a few generations or centuries civiliza-

tion has suddenly come demanding near-

vision at one or two feet, and for this con-

tinuous “near-work” upon tiny things,

printing, sewing, etc., there is no mechan-

• ism. The accommodation is unequal to the

demand, and at 45 it begins to fail al-
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together. The result is the need of the

most useful invention of civilization, optical

lenses
;
but, despite all ophthalmologists and

opticians, the invention is most ludicrously

applied, the diagnosis of ametropia most

outrageously misdone. Of the few patients

that are treated by the ophthalmic surgeons

and opticians, but few of the glasses or-

dered relieve the eyestrain, or stop the

hundred diseases caused by it. If a patient

should go to a hundred “leading” city

ophthalmologists and opticians, detail the

same symptoms, etc., each of the prescrip-

tions would be unlike the others and but one

or two probably, (possibly not any) would

be capable of curing the eyestrain. And
misfitting spectacles on the part of the

optician and disobeyed orders on the part

of the patient would likely turn these into

failures. Moreover, the city authorities do

not see a hundredth of the city patients, and

half or three-fourths of the American

people cannot possibly consult any but the

ignoramuses, the peripatetic or resident

charlatans with or without degrees, who are

no more fitted for their calling than they

are for watchmaking or captaining an

ocean liner. There are hundreds of ioo-

square-mile patches in our country where

it is utterly impossible for a sufferer to

secure correction of his eyestrain. Ten

thousand capable refractionists are needed
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and would immediately find places to do

good and remunerative work, work that is

of a beneficence that might fitly be called

divine. And all the time medical colleges

are multiplying, their courses are inordin-

ately lengthened, theoretic and impractic-

able knowledge is demanded, and the whole

profession is woefully clamoring that the

profession is overcrowded!

How it works out in the politics of

democracy is admirably illustrated by the

blunder of well-intentioned Governor

Hughes in sanctioning the “Optometrists.”

The professional “leaders” particularly of

New York City, had already apotheosized

the machine called the ophthalmometer, and •

finished the neologic quackery by preach-

ing that no mydriatic is necessary for diag-

nosticating errors of refraction. This was

followed by the denial that eyestrain has

any resultant systemic evils, that functional

diseases have any causes or effects, or that

they are curable anyway. Taking them at

their word what could Governor Hughes

do but carry out their condemnable path-

ology and legitimize optometry? Thus, in

place of the physician, is put the ignorant

optician, as the therapeutist in charge of the

vast body of human diseases and ills. The

result is every department store and spec-

tacle-peddler advertising, “no poison-

drops,” and, practically, their assumption
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of the licensed role of healers in ophthal-

mology. The farce is ended (or just

begun?) with the legitimizing of the

osteopath, while the writing-master and

school master and parents are recom-

mended to continue the making of the mil-

lions of migrainic, scoliotic, and “ambidex-

tral” life-wrecks.

The Symptoms? The vast majority of

all functional diseases are now of confessedly

mysterious origin! Take all the functional

disorders and afflictions of unknown nature,

of unknown origin, for which the world of

medical men are grasping avidly and aim-

lessly at unknown (and unknowable)

remedies, and the great majority will be

found, directly or secondarily, due to the

three morbid agencies mentioned. Add to

these the abuses called “The Seven Deadly

Sins of Civilization,” and the list is nearly

complete. Add to these the influence of

those functional sources of evil which pre-

pare the soil for the infectious, organic,

surgical, and lethal or terminal diseases,

and the list is almost filled. All statistical

tables and reports of the “Causes of Death”

concern themselves with the diseases im-

mediately preceding death. All the fash-

ionable and “successful” consultants are

called in when the disease has done its

worst and death is inevitable. But he who

loves his fellow men, he who wishes to pre-

vent the evil of premature and unnecessary
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death, he who hunts prevention of disease

as earnestly as the medical politician hunts

fame, offices, honors, and success,—he will

seek to know the functional and habit

precedents and origins of the terminal or

death-dealing diseases. This search for the

beginnings of death must not be postponed

to the postmortem table. The beginnings

were way back in the years of morbid func-

tion. American quackery, eddyism, osteop-

athy, faithcure, optometry, and a hundred

such nonsensicalities, if ludicrous, are still

evidences that a large part of the com-

munity is at least undeceived. Its renun-

ciation of on- folly for others is a stinging

proof that the first one should not have

been permitted. Unfortunately the warn-

ing is only laughed at, not heeded by the

professional leaders. Alas that the pro-

fession is still led

!

The Emmanuel Movement, Thauma-
turgic Healing, is an attempt to make eddy-

ism and suggestion-therapeutics respectable,

—respectable socially, intellectually, and

medically. But, however ludicrous, the at-

tempt tells exactly the same sorry story I

have emphasized. The “Movement,”

frightened into birth, asks and receives the

sanction of the Priest of Medicine, while

the atheist cynic emphasizes the fault of the

physician in not having long since pre-

empted the whole field of suggestive thera-

peutics. Just as the host of sanitariums,
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of private and public hospitals, “homes”

(individual, semi-private, or public), and

numberless eleemosynary institutions, are

filled with unrecognized eyestrain and back-

strain patients, so the eddyistic, faithcur-

istic, and Emmanuelistic clinics are fed

from the same sources. Emmanuelism re-

lies upon medical propping and aid, and

like its copartner as little dreams that no

permanent cure is possible by emotional

and suggestive sleight-of-hand tricks. It

costs life-force and health to hold a kinked

spine in service, and astigmatism cannot be

permanently cured by the prestidigitator’s

.mental make-believe. Neither the man of

piety nor the man of pills will look at canted

and strained bodies, or look through ac-

curately-seeing eyes. How then can they

cure the numberless patients when they

ignore the etiology of functional diseases,

and treat their effects by the legerdemain of

suggestion? And so another is added to

the silly experiments we as a people are

fond of making in our juggling with medi-

cal truth.

The vast majority of all functional nerv-

ous and physical diseases are directly or

secondarily due to backstrain and eyestrain,

either singly, or, more usually, combined.

The combination is certainly causally

present in the epilepsy of a hundred varieties

and degrees, in the foolishly-named neur-
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asthenias, hysterias, “nervous break-

downs,” the invalided, the failed, etc. The

haunting- curse and shame of the ag-e is

epilepsy. Backstrain and eyestrain are its

causes. Thousands are affected with

swooning or fainting attacks, all from the

same causes. Meniere’s disease is little or

nothing more than sick headache, caused by

eyestrain, and prevented by correction of

ametropia! The large majority of pelvic

diseases, both of men and women, are due

to spinal curvature,—the floating kidneys,

gastroptoses, appendicites, ovarian and

uterine diseases, etc., because the malposi-

tions of the body strain or weaken the liga-

ments of the viscera, crowding certain or-

gans and making morbid their functions by

pressures, relaxations, etc. When the neu-

rologists and medical philosophers do not

know the cause, or the nature, or the cure

of a morbid condition, they are prone to

call it “neurasthenia,” “diathesis,” etc.

Neurasthenia is the popular disease nowa-

days. It has been made fashionable be-

cause neither its cause nor its cure is

known. The most of it is due to spinal

curvature. One great general physician is

on record as saying that the relief of eye-

strain cures a host of the disorders of indi-

gestion,—a truth I have been preaching for

nearly a score of years. The greater part

of the lay world knows that the headaches
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of all kinds, sick headaches, migrain, hemi-

crania, megrim, “rush of blood to the head,”

etc., are almost always due to eyestrain.

A thousand “ophthalmologists” pretend not

to know it. They secure the reference

cases from the great consultants. It would,

a hundred times over, pay every college or

university to secure an expert refractionist

and a straightener of spinal columns, in

order that students might vastly increase

their working power, and prevent waste of

health and life, even wreckage of both. The

medical supervision of the public schools, if

properly done, would consist, nine-tenths of

it, in attention to the curved backs and

ametropic eyes of the pupils. Personal in-

vestigation has shown that fully 60 percent

of the school children of Philadelphia and

other cities have eyestrain or defective

vision. Where is one-tenth of attention

given to it ? Millions of dollars can be easily

secured for institutionalizing the failed and

invalided life-wrecks, but not a dollar to

prevent them by means of slanted desk-

leaves opposite the right shoulder, and by

spectacles, the lack of which Governor

Guild of Massachusetts officially asserts

causes most of the ill-health of school chil-

dren. Suicide of children and adults in

every nation and community is exactly in

proportion to the number of study-hours de-

manded in the schools. The death-rate
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may easily be halved, the sick-rate quar-

tered, the suffering- of the world reduced to

one-tenth, by a realization that these re-

forms are feasible; it is possible to bring

about a speedy ending of the hideous evils

that are following from inattention to the

facts.

What hinders? Ignorance, dogmatism,

falsely called conservatism.

What is needed? Money wisely devoted

to the chief ends in view : First, to the

wide dissemination of the knowledge that

these matters are truthfully as I have

stated; secondly, to the training of men

with minds and souls capable of righting

the evils.

In addition I ask for an intelligent, large-

minded interest on the part of all men.

Nothing, however, is to be hoped from

the great or little medical colleges, under-

graduate or postgraduate. They are in the

hands of the prejudiced, the professors, the

organic pathologists, the “leaders” who
never lead. They must work out blindly

their personal ambitions, by treading care-

fully in the ruts of custom and habit, and

indoctrinating their pupils so they may walk

in the same safe and narrow way of prec-

edent. They are the true teachers of

“Heredity,” “Diathesis,” “Neurasthenia”

—

those “Unknown Gods” whom they

naturally worship,—whom the new medi-
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cine and the new science of Morbid Func-

tion “shall declare unto you.”

There are a dozen or two oculists who
know these things to be true or in great

part true. There are a few hundred silent

general physicians who are as well aware

of the facts. There are thousands who are

more or less convinced but who dare not

openly preach and practice the unpopular

truth. The great mass of sincere-minded,

unknown, noble country physicians, with a

few of the more honest of the general prac-

titioners of the city are ready to practice it.

These have seen thousands of their patients

cured of many terrible diseases which the

official “science” and its text-books, declare

to be of unknown origin, of unknown

nature, and of unknown curing.

The truth must be made widely known

by means of proper literature scattered

among the people. Since official ortho-

pedics will have nothing to do with the

cause, diagnosis, prevention, or cure, let the

50 or 60 millions of Americans afflicted

with lateral spinal curvature and its second-

arily caused distortions, diseases, and suf-

ferings read and learn for themselves. Let

them found schools to teach and fit men

to deal with the intolerable mischief

!

Nine-tenths of all spectacles worn by our

people, more accurately ninety-nine one-

hundredths, are incapable of curing eye-

strain, and millions go without the specta-
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cles needed to prevent the enormous re-

sultant suffering. Special refraction

schools, not in the hands of the old recreants

and immobiles, are necessary to end one of

the worst shames and tragedies of civiliza-

tion.

Who will supply the zeal, who the money ?

I and many physicians, thousands of pa-

tients cured, and a world of patients still

uncured appeal to you personally for an

answer.




